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ABSTRACT

Applications propel the versatility of mobile devices. Apps enable the realization of new ideas and greatly contribute
to the proliferation of mobile computing. Unfortunately, software quality of apps often is low. This at least partly
can be attributed to problems with testing them. However, it is not a lack of techniques or tools that make app
testing cumbersome. Rather, frequent context changes have to be dealt with. Mobile devices most notably move:
network parameters such as latency and usable bandwidth change, along with data read from sensors such as GPS
coordinates. Additionally, usage patterns vary. To address context changes in testing, we propose a novel concept.
It is based on identifying blocks of code between which context changes are possible. It helps to greatly reduce
complexity. Besides introducing our concept, we present a use case, show its application and benefits, and discuss
challenges.
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1 INTRODUCTION

It is hard to believe that the first iPhone was introduced
only a few years ago (in 2007 [31], to be precise). Con-
trasting former approaches such as personal digital assis-
tants (PDAs) and feature-phones, smartphones and tablet
computers have become devices used by nearly every-
one. Their popularity among consumers and enterprises
is still rising [16, 17]. Unsurprisingly, companies em-
brace the new possibilities for a variety of activities [33].

Modern mobile devices challenge the performance
offered by personal computers shipped few years ago.
Moreover, they are equipped with special hardware such
as cameras and a multitude of sensors. However, their
versatility is propelled by the software they use – or
rather that make use of them. Mobile applications – apps
– nowadays form an ecosystem of their own. They draw

greatly from the possibilities offered by the devices, for
example by using an integrated camera or making use of
localization via GPS.

Developing apps is a relatively new practice with lit-
tle experience and even less tradition. While there are
already many textbooks, scientific literature is limited to
articles from conference proceedings and – to a smaller
extent – journals. Work typically tackles specific issues
rather than giving a bigger picture. While app devel-
opment is not too different from developing rich-client
applications or Web applications for PCs [23], there are
particularities.

Among others, software testing is one of these. Test-
ing software is a cumbersome task [32]. Many tech-
niques require sophistication. Effective and efficient
software testing remains a challenge despite decades of
research. At the same time, proper testing greatly con-
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tributes to an application’s value. Insights from software
engineering including testing strategies and techniques
can be applied to apps. However, testing differs in a
number of ways: Firstly, apps are not developed on the
platform they run (mobile device) but on a PC. Testing
on emulators will not yield the same results as testing
natively. Moreover, it can be inefficient. Secondly, test-
ing on mobile devices is laborious and very hard to au-
tomate. Additionally, it is tough to ensure uniform con-
ditions during testing. Thirdly, tool support currently is
limited. Not all PC tools have mobile device counter-
parts. Fourthly, many apps combine various technologies
and even programming paradigms and languages. Most
apps contain some mixture of native programming and
Web technology.

The most profound difference, however, is context.
Mobile devices are subject to many different contexts;
the simplest one is location, since mobility typically
means (very) frequent slight changes of position. There
are many further context changes such as network condi-
tion, availability of data from sensors, and even social is-
sues such as alternating users on one device. Therefore,
devices need not only be tested as they are but taking
context into considerations. Our experience is that test-
ing results greatly differ in dependence of the context.

We present a novel approach for software testing of
apps that takes into account the context changes inherent
to mobile devices. Our article makes a number of con-
tributions. Firstly, we explain the background of context
as an influencing factor of apps – it has implications be-
yond the realm of testing. Secondly, we introduce our
unique approach for handling context in testing. Thirdly,
we facilitate employing our approach by showing a real-
life scenario. And fourthly, we generalize our findings
and discuss the next steps.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 high-
lights the relevance of context changes for mobile device
usage. In Section 3 we distinguish our work from other
mobile testing approaches. Section 4 explains our ap-
proach in detail, first with a focus on theory and then
by presenting a scenario. Application, Limitations and
Challenges are discussed in Section 5. Finally, we draw
a conclusion in Section 6.

This article is an greatly extended and revised version
of paper [34]. It extends the concepts proposed by us
in [47].

2 MOBILE DEVICES AND CONTEXT

2.1 Context in General

The usage paradigm of apps contrasts that of applications
on PCs and that of Web sites (i.e. Webapps with no op-
timization). The main difference is mobility. Even if an

app not explicitly takes notice of mobility (say, a com-
mon game) it is influenced by it: mobility might lead to
changing conditions such as varying connectivity. More-
over, app lifecycle models differ from that of applica-
tions for PCs in that they might be halted on external
events such as incoming phone calls.1 Apps are built to
be used in different situations and in a changing environ-
ment. Various kinds of devices are employed. Besides
smartphones and tablets, there are hybrids such as the so
called phablets [48] and devices such as smart TVs [21].

The above considerations lead to an insight: Apps are
heavily influenced by the context they reside in. At the
same time, apps are capable of making use of contextual
factors. To give an example: when you drive out of town
your smartphone might need to switch to a cellular sys-
tem providing less bandwidth (adapting to context) but
help you find a nearby swimming lake by matching ge-
olocation information with map data (utilization of con-
text).

In the following, we propose a categorization scheme
for app context that distinguishes five core contexts. It is
also sketched in Figures 1a-1e (see p. 29).

Our proposal is not to be seen as (another) formal
model for context. In fact, it is a framework of context
on mobile devices. Moreover, as presented here it is in-
stantiated for current Android platforms. Since some as-
pects are device-dependent, minor adaptions are needed
for other platforms. Future changes to the ecosystem of
mobile apps might lead to the need for additional adjust-
ments. While our concept might be extended to a formal-
concept at some point, this would be a topic for a article
of its own.

2.2 Hardware Context

The market for mobile devices is greatly fragmented
[17]. Apps nowadays run on a multitude of devices,
ranging from watches (smartwatches) to TVs. While
these devices typically are utilized via touch interfaces,
they greatly differ in the components they are built from
(Figure 1a). Screen size, resolution, screen brightness,
contrast and refresh rate, device size, sensors, device
extensions, and input means besides touch (e.g. a re-
mote control) vary. Particularly the level of mobility, the
screen size and the sensor equipment make some devices
hardly comparable besides being based on silicon chips
and enabled to run apps. An app might require a cam-
era, thereby limiting the number of devices it can be run
on by some degree. If, however, the app requires a spe-
cific minimum resolution, the number of excluded de-
vices rises sharply.

1App lifecycle models are not further discussed here. More details
are given by [43].
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Besides the particularities of mobile devices, also con-
textual factors already known from PCs and servers have
to be considered. This includes available memory and
disk space. Battery capacity is another factor.

The rate of technology advances in mobile device
hardware is still very high. This dynamic is accompa-
nied by the strive to make devices “app enabled” – smart
TVs most likely are only a beginning. It is impossible
for developers to forecast the upcoming changes, thereby
becoming able to design apps perfectly responsively (cf.
[40]). Thus, the hardware context can be problematic.

Different hardware can be handled by a strategy of
seeking for a kind of “greatest common divisor” among
devices. Think of an app that lets you scan barcodes on
goods in order to compare prices with products listed in
a Web database. There is no reason to consider hard-
ware that is not mobile, such as TV sets. The app should
notify users if no camera can be utilized (instead of mal-
functioning). Context testing should include reaction to
cameras below the quality deemed to be the minimum
threshold, at the threshold, and above it – similarly to
equivalence partitioning testing [32, p. 28].

2.3 Software Context

Fragmentation in terms of hardware goes along with
software fragmentation. Thus, software forms a context
of its own (Figure 1b is an example for the Android plat-
form). With at least the four popular platforms (Android,
Blackberry, iOS, and Windows Phone) [17], each exist-
ing in a variety of versions, app development is problem-
atic. Some versions greatly differ and application pro-
gramming interfaces (APIs) employed by older, still fre-
quently used devices might be deprecated by now. More-
over, vendors tend to amend official releases with addi-
tions of their own. This worsens the situation particularly
in the market of Android devices.

It is unlikely that soon a middleware layer [1] or a
cross-platform approach [22] will alleviate the problem.
In fact, apps existing both in a native version and as a
mobile Webapp even complicate testing. Additionally,
device-specific software components contribute to com-
plexity.

Context-related problems might also arise from the
combination of contextual factors of hardware and soft-
ware. Apps could behave very similarly using two differ-
ent versions of a mobile platform, e.g. having a similar
performance. This may be different when running on
slow devices (which would be a changing hardware con-
text). Data formats might be suited in one place but not
in the other.

2.4 Physical Context

Mobility means that the physical context (Figure 1c) is
continuously changing [45]. Location determines other
contextual factors such as connectivity [46]. Most de-
vices have one or more means to determine their location
(more or less accurate, depending on the method and,
again, context).

The physical context also comprises other devices that
can be contacted with technology such as Bluetooth,
Near Field Communication (NFC) and wireless LANs.
Moreover, devices are usually equipped with a number
of sensors such as gyroscopes, accelerometers, fixtures
for temperature measurement and similar units. Their
feedback is depending on the physical context. It has to
be particularly noted that not all physical contexts can be
simulated with today’s means – this specifically applies
to sensors. Even when using actual devices, testing the
physical context can become tremendously hard.

2.5 Communication Context

Depending on the location, connection parameters vary,
which influences communication (Figure 1d). The main
parameters are availability, bandwidth and latency, along
with minor parameters such as jitter. These are deter-
mined by the service provider used, the cellular ser-
vices supported by the device, the current location, and
to some extent external circumstances (i.e. the physical
context). For example, connection quality might be im-
paired by weather or by many people using the network
cell (e.g. in a sports stadium).

Location typically determines whether only “slow”
systems like GPRS or EDGE are available, or technolo-
gies such as UMTS, HSPA or LTE can be used. More-
over, devices might connect to wireless LANs, circum-
passing the need for a mobile data connection via a ser-
vice provider.

The communication context gradually changes contin-
uously. The pace of change usually aligns with the rate
of mobility. Apps ought to be robust. They should also
maintain functionality in offline scenarios. Ideally, they
should adjust to the context. For example, an app might
load low resolution images instead of full pictures if the
available bandwidth drops below a threshold.

The communication context is more complex than it
appears. For example, a high-bandwidth cellular service
might be readily available but not used by the phone be-
cause it is located abroad and thus in roaming mode with
disabled data services. A test that checks whether band-
width is available, attempts to perform an operation and
then fails (being unable to send data) might be very hard
to interpret and, thus, confusing.

Testing includes simulations of small bandwidths,
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high latencies, constant changes in connection quality,
and abrupt unavailability of service as well as resum-
ing service. Unfortunately, which bandwidth, latencies
etc. are acceptable is highly depending on the app be-
ing tested as well as on the user’s expectations and usage
patterns – and on context.

2.6 Social Context

The social context (Figure 1e) is harder to grasp than the
other context categories. It comprises of user-specific
ways using an app and of usage particularities.

Firstly, an increasing number of mobile devices are
used both for work and for private purposes. Bring your
own device (BYOD) [12] policies allow private smart-
phones within a companies’ premises (and probably to
use its network). However, some apps are used for work
while others are used for personal reasons. Some might
be used for both but not necessarily in the same way.
Due to security reasons, apps might even need to rely on
different data sources and make sure that company and
private data is not intermingled.

Secondly, while most apps are tailored to single-
person use, some mobile devices are used by more than
one person. Imagine a child playing a game on a parent’s
smartphone or a customer viewing material on a (e.g. in-
surance) sales person’s tablet. However, different people
use apps uniquely and an app’s capabilities might need
to be adjusted. For example, customers should see their
material but must not see materials prepared in the same
app for other customers (e.g. an estimate of insurance
premiums).

Thirdly, users’ attention span will not be the same
in all situations. Typical app usage is characterized by
changing attention. This can be explained with the mo-
bile nature: the simplest example is people that send
short messages while walking. Naturally, they cannot
keep staring on the smartphone screens, or they risk
bumping into a street light. Moreover, it has been found
in a study that even the time of usage influences which
apps are used [50].

The social context is very challenging for testing.
While most other context changes might be hard to sim-
ulate, it is rather straightforward to describe and to mea-
sure them. Social contextual factors, though, are fuzzy
to some degree, hard to estimate and in many cases im-
possible to exhaustively simulate and measure.

2.7 Consequences

Apps have to cope with a variety of contexts that are hard
to be assessed and to be kept track of. For several con-
textual factors, frequent changes have to be expected and
patterns of change not necessarily are predictable. Mak-

ing sure that apps behave as expected has to be added on
top of the regular testing activities. Due to a multiplica-
tive relationship, this makes testing much more compli-
cated, requires considerable more time, and can be ex-
hausting. The described challenges call for support in ef-
fective testing, and for automation to increase efficiency.

3 RELATED WORK

There is not much scientific literature on app develop-
ment that goes beyond case studies or applying existing
methods. In combination with the novelty of our ap-
proach this explains why not much closely related work
could be identified.

The literature on testing is vast (cf. [32, Chap. 2] for
an overview). App development is too new to be given
special attention in textbooks on testing. Nevertheless,
standard literature is a valuable source since testing of
Web-based applications is typically covered (e.g. [44,
Chap. 22]). Moreover, techniques for testing of graphical
user interfaces (GUI) can typically be applied to apps.
Security testing of Web applications [4] is different in
concept to our approach, despite some context changes
also posing security risks.

Mobility is sometimes covered in textbooks, typically
along with Web application [41, Chap. 6]. Some recom-
mendations are already outdated; in general, there is little
sophisticated advice. Nevertheless, without mentioning
context directly, some discussions relate to our ideas. For
example [41, pp. 166] highlights different connection
speeds of mobile phone services – even though changes
during connection time are not mentioned.

Most textbooks on app development do not address
testing; exception handling and other app-specific error
processing concepts are rather discussed (cf. e.g. [29,
Chap. 4]). It has to be kept in mind that most titles are
not academic and address beginners, though. At least an
e-book on Android testing could be identified [36]. Nev-
ertheless, the small attention given to quality aspects – let
alone testing – in app development books is disappoint-
ing. At the same time, some authors try to disillusion
hobbyist programmers about the ease of making money
by implementing apps [51].

There is a high number of papers that present work
on app testing, often in an research-in-progress state.
Typical directions of research are test automation [14],
user-centered testing [20], tools [18, 24], testing ap-
proaches [3, 37], and specifically user interface testing
[53, 54, 9, 10]. All these papers – and quite a few more
that deal with similar issues – only roughly relate for
they tackle testing of apps but are conceptually different.
In general, the research papers suggest that app testing
will mature. Some authors even contrive next-generation
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business models such as offering Mobile Testing-as-a-
Service [15]. Testing (or rather the level of support for
it) also is a criterion when assessing mobile device plat-
forms [35].

Strictly speaking, even random testing of apps [30] is
related to our work. Rather than comparing concepts it
will, however, be a task of future work to compare the ef-
ficacy of sophisticated app testing methods (such as the
one presented in this article) to simple ones (such as ran-
dom testing).

The sole more closely related work we identified is
presented by Amalfitano et al. [2]. They consider con-
text as the result from events that can be triggered by the
user, the phone, or external activities. To consider events
in testing, they propose to identify patters. These are
used for manual, mutation-based and exploration-based
testing. Our work is not competing with theirs but com-
plementary.

The relevance of context in mobile computing has
been discussed as early as in 2001 [42]. In most cases
context is used in connection with awareness, i.e. the
ability of mobile devices to perceive context changes and
react accordingly [7]. Context is used to recommend
apps [39, 27], adapt automatically [19], and to predict
usage patterns [52]. While these works contribute to our
understanding of contexts, they only support testing by
explaining what can cause context changes.

Finally, there is general work on testing that keeps
context in mind. Papers deal with context awareness (e.g.
in autonomous systems [49] or focusing sensors [8]),
model checking [13], multithreading [38], and Web ser-
vices [6]. The notion of context differs; the term is em-
ployed in various fields of computer science. Neverthe-
less, several of the cited articles have a similar under-
standing of context as we do and underline the impor-
tance of being sensitive to context changes.

Summing up, there is a plethora of roughly related
work that elaborate the importance of context changes
and describe different contexts. However, there is merely
one other approach that combines context changes with
testing so far.

4 CONTEXT-SENSITIVE TESTING

4.1 General Considerations

To combine context changes with app testing, it has to
be possible to automatically change context parameters
whilst test cases are executed. With block-based context-
sensitive testing we focus on context elements that are
dynamic, i.e. possibly changing during apps usage. Do-
ing so, the changing contexts that are induced by a user
being mobile can be simulated.

The naive approach would be to specify the context

for each test case a priori. While being beneficial for
unit tests, asserting that a single code unit produces an
expected output in a certain context would not be help-
ful for testing business processes with integration tests.
As many influencing contextual factors are not static but
change constantly during usage, a more dynamic ap-
proach is needed.

Providing the possibility (e.g. by an API) to specify
context changes within test cases would allow to sim-
ulate changing contexts. However, this approach is still
static. Context changes have to be explicitly stated within
test cases. Thus, when testing scenarios including differ-
ent variations of context, many test cases are required.
Each test case would contain the same test code; only
statements for changing contexts would vary. This mul-
tiplication is not desirable. Test cases would be costly
to develop and execute, and hard to maintain let alone to
reuse. Moreover, the right sequence of context changes
has to be anticipated beforehand.

4.2 Blocks, Assertions and Context Changes

To provide a solution that fosters dynamic changes of
context, we use modularization. Test cases are split into
blocks; between each block a change of context is pos-
sible. Blocks are reused and combined with different
context changes. Therefore, testing multiple scenarios
is possible without duplication of test code. It is even
possible to generate scenarios without user-interaction.
As blocks are the foundation of our concept, we call it
block-based context-sensitive testing.

A given test case may result in a number of blocks that
form the structure of a context-sensitive test. Each block
contains operations and assertions. Similar to unit test-
ing frameworks, operations are needed to simulate user
interaction and assertions are used to verify expected be-
havior. Our idea is to derive blocks from existing test
cases, such as the so called happy path – a basic test
case without extraordinary context changes. Doing so,
a single test case may be transformed into a structure of
blocks that can be used to generate context-dependent
test cases. To preserve the intention of test cases, blocks
have to be ordered and executed consecutively.

Listing 1 illustrates in a schematic way how a test case
looks like. If the test code itself would be divided into
blocks, this schematic test case contains two of them:
one from lines 3 to 7 (block A) and one from lines 10 to
12 (block B). The scope of each block has to be atomic
w.r.t. changing contexts. In other words, during execu-
tion of test operations belonging to one single block, the
context remains stable. Only between blocks changes of
context are possible (lines 2 and 9). To realize different
scenarios, test operations do not need to be repeated but
only the context changes in between have to be altered.
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Listing 1: Schematic test case with context changes
1 p u b l i c vo id t e s t E x a m p l e ( ) {
2 contextChange ( c o n t e x t A ) ;
3 c l i ckSomewhere ( ) ;
4 e n t e r T e x t ( ) ;
5 c l i c k B u t t o n ( ) ;
6 . . .
7 a s s e r t T h a t ( ) ;
8

9 contextChange ( c o n t e x t B ) ;
10 doSomeOtherThings ( ) ;
11 . . .
12 a s s e r t T h a t ( ) ;
13 }

The solution is expected to be most beneficial uti-
lizing a generator that automatically creates test cases
from blocks. Manual effort for writing context-sensitive
test cases is reduced and redundant test code minimized.
Moreover, there is a separation of concerns: Operations
within blocks are only used to address an app’s function-
ality; together with context changes in between they are
used to assess the behavior under changing contexts.

As many apps may behave differently in certain situ-
ations (e.g. display error messages when no connection
is available), assertions have to be extracted from blocks
due to their potential dependency on a context. For each
block at least one default assertion has to be assigned.
This assertion is used to verify the app’s standard behav-
ior. For each known context, a specific assertion may
be defined that is used to assess context-dependent be-
havior. The blocks shown in the schematic test case in
Listing 1 therefore have to be tailored smaller. Strictly
spoken, assertions in lines 7 (Block A) and 12 (Block B)
are not part of the blocks but have to be treated as another
building block of our concept. Depending on the app’s
expected behavior, assertions may be default or context-
sensitive.

The building blocks of the concept of block-based
context-sensitive testing are shown in Figure 2. The
structure of a test case is depicted by an ordered list of
blocks. Each of them has at least one default assertion.
Further assertions for different contexts may be added.

4.3 Context-Dependent Test Case Execution

A possible test execution is illustrated in Figure 3. The
beginning of the test case is denoted as the empty set ∅.
Before the first block is executed, Context1 is estab-
lished. Next, an assertion fitting to the current context
is searched. Since this block has a specific assertion for
Context1, this one is used. As the assertion holds,
execution continues. Between Block1 and Block2
the context is changed again. This time, Context2 is
established and kept for the remaining execution.

C
on

te
xt

 C
ha

ng
es

Context 1 Context 2
Default 

Assertions

Block 4 A d.4 A 2.4

Block 3 A d.3

Block 2 A d.2 A 1.2 A 2.2

Block 1 A d.1 A 1.1

∅

Figure 2: Concept of block-based context-sensitive
testing

The second block is executed similarly to the first one;
a context-specific assertion part is used as well. This
changes when reaching Block3. As can be seen in Fig-
ure 2, this block does not have any specific assertions.
Consequently, the expected behavior is invariant be-
tween various contexts. Therefore, the default assertion
that verifies this behavior is evaluated. Finally, Block4
is executed together with assertion A2.4, which is the
assigned assertion for Context2.

As the matrix in Figure 2 shows, there are numerous
execution paths considering the fact that prior to each
block the context is changeable and alternative assertions
can be defined. The matrix grows with the number of
contexts but will be sparse when not defining specific
assertion parts for all blocks.

Using the concept of block-based context sensitive
testing, the structure of the test remains static as the list
of blocks in the sample shows. However, the context
in between is changing and also the used assertions can
vary.

4.4 Sample Scenario

To illustrate practical benefits, we implemented a proof-
of-concept tool and evaluated the approach in coopera-
tion with an industry partner. We use a simple app to
explain how it works: a client for the micro blogging
service Twitter. The app contains two screens, one for
logging in to the service and another for posting mes-
sages. Error messages are shown when communication
with the service is impossible due to missing connectiv-
ity.
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Figure 3: Example of test execution using block-based context-sensitive testing

To prepare the setting, a jar archive containing our
proof-of-concept has to be added to the classpath of the
app’s Android testing project. Moreover, as the Internet
connectivity has to be changed to test the app in various
contexts, the permissions shown in Listing 2 have to be
added to the AndroidManifest.xml of the app if
not already contained.

Listing 2: Required Android permissions
1 <uses−p e r m i s s i o n a n d r o i d : n a m e =” ←↩

a n d r o i d . p e r m i s s i o n . ←↩
ACCESS NETWORK STATE” />

2 <uses−p e r m i s s i o n a n d r o i d : n a m e =” ←↩
a n d r o i d . p e r m i s s i o n . ←↩
CHANGE NETWORK STATE” />

The following sample test is conducted in form of an
integration test, testing the app in conjunction with the
real system environment. The high level process steps
are: logging in with invalid credentials, logging in with
correct credentials, and posting a message. These three
steps form the blocks that are used to test the Twitter app.
Each step can later be conducted in a different context.

Listing 3 (see next page) shows the first block imple-
mented with our solution. The test operations, namely
filling in user name and password and clicking the login
button afterwards, are implemented in the operation-part
of the block (lines 4 to 9). The credentials used in that
block are invalid; therefore, the app is expected to show
a corresponding message. This is checked by the default
assertion (lines 10 to 12). However, if the app is in dis-
connected context, it is expected to show an error mes-
sage. In order to verify this context-dependent behav-
ior, an alternative assertion is added for the disconnected
context (lines 15 to 20).

For each of the above stated process steps a block with
context-specific assertions is implemented and added to
a list of blocks. Using a generator that creates differ-
ent mutations in terms of context changes from that list,
test cases are generated. Figure 4 shows one possible
test case. The first two blocks are executed in connected

context and their default assertions are used for veri-
fying. Before executing the third block, the context is
changed. The context dependent assertion for that block
checks whether in the disconnected context the message
“No network connection” is shown. It becomes clear that
even in a small scenario as illustrated here a lot of differ-
ent execution paths are possible, which underlines why
testing without our approach would be burdensome.

Listing 3: Sample block implementation
1 C o n t e x t d i s c C o n t e x t = new C o n t e x t ( ←↩

C o n n e c t i o n S t a t u s . DISCONNECTED) ;
2

3 Block l o g i n I n c o r r e c t B l o c k = new Block ( ) {
4 p u b l i c vo id o p e r a t i o n ( ) {
5 e n t e r T e x t ( usrName , ”dummy@user . de ” ) ;
6 e n t e r T e x t ( pwd , ” 1234 ” ) ;
7 c l i c k O n B u t t o n ( 0 ) ;
8 }
9

10 p u b l i c vo id d e f a u l t A s s e r t i o n ( ) {
11 a s s e r t T r u e ( w a i t F o r T e x t ( ” ←↩

A u t h e n t i c a t i o n f a i l e d ! ” ) ) ;
12 }
13 } ;
14

15 l o g i n I n c o r r e c t B l o c k . ←↩
a d d A l t e r n a t i v e A s s e r t i o n ( d i s c C o n t e x t , ←↩
new A s s e r t i o n ( ) {

16 p u b l i c vo id a s s e r t i o n ( ) {
17 a s s e r t T r u e ( w a i t F o r T e x t (
18 ” Could n o t l o g i n : No ne twork ←↩

c o n n e c t i o n . ”
19 ) ) ;
20 }
21 } ) ;

We used two sample generators to create test cases
from the blocks explained above. One alternates the con-
text between each block. Another generates n+1 test
cases where n is the number of blocks contained. In each
test case the generator changes the context at different
steps in the process. For the first test case the context
is changed before the first block is executed. In the sec-
ond test case it is changed after the first block has been
executed, and so on.
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Figure 5: Example JUnit result

Login incorrect Login correct Lost connection

Figure 4: Example process steps for test case execu-
tion for various conditions

Finally, test cases are executed by means of JUnit.
Like any other test for the Android platform, they are
running on the device or emulator itself. Figure 5 shows
test results for one execution of the above stated exam-
ple.

5 DISCUSSION

5.1 Exemplary Tool, Application and Merits

To demonstrate the producibility of our concept, we have
implemented an exemplary Android tool. It is written in
Java and can be checked out from GitHub [11]. Release
under the Apache License allows free usage and modifi-
cation. It can be inspected and used in other projects. In
particular, studying the source code will allow rapid de-
velopment of similar tools for platforms such as Apple
iOS and Microsoft Windows Phone.

While the tool is not a core contribution of our work,
it demonstrates the feasibility of our approach. In par-
ticular, it allows to retrace our concept and to check its
practicability for own scenarios. Moreover, the imple-
mentation can be seen as a first step towards powerful
context-based testing tools.

Together with an industry partner2, we exemplarily

2The industry partner is the employer of one of us (Schulte) at the
same time.

tested a few apps and evaluated our approach of block-
based context-sensitive testing. By conducting inter-
views and doing tests as shown in Section 4.4 we identi-
fied the core contributions.

We found that by using our proof-of-concept imple-
mentation it is possible to test apps in various contexts
effectively. Blocks of test code are reusable and thus
the effort in writing tests is reduced. This reduction also
holds true for the amount of duplicated test code which,
in practice, would be hard to maintain.

By using generators the concept even gets more ef-
fective in terms of finding context-related issues in
apps. Testers only have to implement blocks and de-
fine context-specific assertions once, but many test cases
are generated automatically. When writing manual tests,
the context changes may only be inserted at parts where
context-related issues are anticipated. However, using
our approach helps to find errors in code units where they
are not expected beforehand.

Manually conducting field tests, i.e. practical tests
in various contexts, is often expensive in terms of time
and budget. Thus, they are neglected frequently. Our
concept offers an alternative to conduct at least some of
these tests in laboratory conditions. Doing so, context-
related issues may be identified before release of an app,
which could reduce costs for fixing them and increases
the app’s quality.

However, our concept cannot (yet) be a panacea when
dealing with context during development and testing of
apps. We deem it a supportive mean for testing parts of
apps which are heavily influenced by context.

5.2 Limitations

Due to the novelty of our approach, a number of limita-
tions have to be mentioned.

Firstly, there are conceptual limitations. Having an or-
dered linear list of blocks allows for only one way of
execution. However, changes of context may also induce
different business processes to be executed. Thus, the
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order of blocks and the decision if a block is executed
may also depend on the context used. For instance, if in
our above sample test (see Section 4.4) the login block
would be executed in disconnected context, the test has
to be stopped because the other process steps cannot be
reached. We introduced a method for aborting test case
execution in our proof-of-concept to cope with this. That
method has to be included in assertion parts correspond-
ing with contexts causing the business process to stop.
Anyhow, our concept is not able to deal with process
steps that only have to be executed in certain contexts.
Closely related, assertion parts are only dependent on the
current context but not on the prior execution path of the
test. In practice, the expected behaviour of process step
may change according to the context the prior steps are
executed in. Overcoming this limitation requires a re-
finement.

Secondly, the case study is a first example of feasibil-
ity, yet not exhausting. Effectiveness has to be proven in
industrial settings, both qualitatively and quantitatively.
We got very positive feedback from an industry partner
and approval from the practitioners’ testing community
(see Section 5.1). Feedback has to be assessed scientifi-
cally to become a valid evidence, though.

Thirdly, our tool is a prototype and, thus, poses lim-
itations. In particular, it is scarcely commented and it
is not yet very user friendly. Due to employing testing
best practices such as relying on a common unit testing
tool like JUnit [26] it is easy to use for programmers and
technical testers. For domain experts, hobbyist program-
mers, and to a lesser extent for pure Web developers it
will, however, be cumbersome due to a missing graphi-
cal user interface.

These limitations have to be kept in mind yet none
of them question the general feasibility of our approach.
They also lead to future work.

5.3 Challenges and Future Work

One major practical challenge in using our approach is to
find the right size of blocks in order to balance the effort
of slicing test cases into blocks with various assertions
against the probability of finding additional faults by do-
ing so. “Best practices”, or guidelines of how context de-
pendent test cases may look like, need to be developed.

For future work, an extension of our tool could prove
beneficial. One idea is to enable graphical modelling,
which would ease test case creation. Ideally, models e.g.
describing business processes could be reused. More-
over, better support for test case generation w.r.t. context
selection is desirable. For example, the tool could keep
track of assertions and contexts and provide testers with
reasonable suggestions. Additionally, it could track cov-
erage and advise on finding minimal sets of test cases

that cover all possible paths.
To make the approach more versatile, we also intend

to learn from other works that deal with scaling up com-
puter science concepts. Certainly, for larger programs
means will be needed to cope with an ever-increasing
number of concepts and possibilities. An example of
approaches that could be worth a look is the work on
AHEAD by Batory, Sarvela and Rauschmayer [5]. Also,
we will try to relate even stronger to existing concepts
to overcome the remaining challenges. For example, in-
sights from aspect-oriented programming (AOP) regard-
ing assertion handling [25] and even-driven testing tech-
niques [28] might be applicable.

Best practices for context-sensitive testing would
complement the work with our approach. Compil-
ing them requires a base of regular users and a lot of
time. Nevertheless, increased awareness of context is-
sues would facilitate progress.

A challenge is to become able to cope with ample con-
texts. While our approach theoretically is capable of
dealing with arbitrary context changes, actually simu-
lating these changes for testing is very hard. Problems
particularly arise from parallel (or rather quasi-parallel)
changes of contexts. As a consequence, future work
needs to refine our concept and investigate into the con-
sequences of context changes (some might e.g. be harm-
less). Research could lead to better tools for simulation,
making our approach even more useful.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented a novel approach for testing
apps. We coined it block-based context-sensitive testing
since we address context changes while defining blocks
between which they can take place. The approach en-
ables much more versatile and effective testing, while
the overhead is small due to the relatively low level of
complexity. Our concept of context changes extends the
literature of context-sensitivity in mobile computing. We
have shown the viability of our approach in a case study
and by presenting a prototype.

Testing of apps is far from being hassle-free. We ex-
pect new challenges to arise due to the extended capa-
bilities of devices and platforms, e.g. w.r.t. sensors and
parallel execution. The proliferation of the Internet of
Things (IoT) will likely contribute to the complexity that
needs to be coped with. Our work on context-sensitive
testing will continue.
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